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What is Commercial Integrator’s 
objective in recognizing these elite 
integrators as CI Industry Leaders? 
Well, commercial integration 
is a broad yet focused industry. 
Firms that excel at providing 
solutions to corporate clients 
find that health care clients have 
very different needs; meanwhile, 
higher education customers’ needs 
are light-years from that of K-12 
clients. In this CI Business Series 
whitepaper, we are recognizing 
the unique infrastructure, 
consulting and implementation 
that are required to succeed in 
the K-12 Education market.
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The integration firms that Commercial Integrator 
has selected for our first annual class of CI Industry 
Leaders are indeed worth following. We recognize 
the top five integration firms serving eight key 
vertical markets: corporate, health care, K-12 

education, higher education, hospitality (hotels), house of 
worship (HOW), retail and restaurants and bars.

They’re not necessarily the highest revenue-earning 
integrators in the industry. They’re not even necessarily the 
highest revenue-earning integrators serving their respective 
markets. It’s their approaches and grasps of the market that 
are dominant and make them CI Industry Leaders. 

In this CI Business Series whitepaper, we break down the CI 
Industry Leaders in the K-12 Education market.  

Commercial Integrator: 
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CI

Hang with the popular crowd — design consultants, 
general contractors, superintendents — and follow 
the fads to make the grade. By Arlen Schweiger

THIS IS noT your fATHer’S ClASSroom, or even yours, for that matter. Today’s K-12 
educational institutions are growing more sophisticated and embracing technology as a learning 
tool. Some are experimenting with bringing iPads into the fold, and it’s already been a few years 
since Cisco was advertising classrooms connecting globally through video conferences.

Collaborative and interactive learning are sweeping our education systems, making it an engag-
ing time to be students and teachers — and K-12 integrators. one thing that hasn’t changed is that 
schools are still very budget-conscious. But when you’re spending multiple millions to completely 
overhaul an institution, there’s going to be a big chunk that goes toward technology.

“We make it a priority to communicate and request feedback from everyone who will ben-
efit from the technology we integrate,” says Todd Johnson, academic account representative at 
minnesota-based AlPHA VIdeo And AudIo. “Students, staff and teachers may have different 
needs and different motivations for acquiring video and communications technology. By offering 
deep and thorough consulting, we’re able to provide a complete system solution with a detailed 
description of how the technology benefits the school curriculum and students.” 

The key, says Bradford Caron, president of massachusetts-based SIgneT eleCTronIC SyS-
TemS, is getting your foot in the project’s door early. That means forging relationships with 
design consultants and construction principals — and then you approach superintendent-level 
K-12 administrators.
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AdTech Systems
adtechsystems.com
HQ: SudBury, mA

3 125 22 $37m $33m 1,000 40% 40% 20% 30% 4% 2% 2% 0% 2% 0% 0%

Alpha Video
alphavideo.com
HQ: edInA, mn

1 80 42 $31m $31m 400 90% 28% 15% 10% 1% 10% 0% 1% 10% 0% 25%

Signet electronic 
Systems
signetgroup.net
HQ: norWell, mA

3 140 32 $26m $24.8m 840 78% 5% 20% 15% 30% 0% 0% 0% 20% 0 0***

SKC Communica-
tion Products
skccom.com
HQ: KAnSAS CITy, mo

5 230 26 dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP

united Visual
unitedvisual.com
HQ: ITASCA, Il

2 72 63 $20m• $17m• dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP dnP

THe ToP fIVe percentage of revenue** derived from

*find complete list of product categories in commercialintegrator.com version of industry leaders coverage. **refers to 2011 revenue. ***percentage doesn’t add up to 100 because 
additional revenue stems from markets not represented. dnp = did not provide. •not provided (obtained through independent research).
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“I think [integrators] should not overlook the benefit of becom-
ing familiar with construction. We’re technology companies, we 
understand that part, but if you want to get into K-12 — and really 
get into it — you need the volume of construction to be a big 
player,” says Caron, whose firm works on K-12 projects in mas-
sachusetts, maine, rhode Island and new Hampshire. It’s the dif-
ference between staying put with small-scale renovation projects 
and getting the jobs where a grand, state-of-the-art school needs a 
hundred classrooms full of networked A/V.

“you need to have relationships with design consultants, because 
it’s almost like a lead [generation] service,” he says. “They’re get-
ting projects three years in advance, and they will come to rely on 
you because they can’t be an expert in every single system that 
needs to go into a school. I provide them advice and expertise, so 
if I’m aware of a project I can go to a superintendent three years 
in advance.”

fellow massachusetts firm AdTeCH SySTemS makes it a point 
to stay on top of the news, scouring particular websites and news 
outlets to know which construction projects are impending or 
under way.  “Today, we know long beforehand what’s coming 
and what’s going to be in 
a project … so we’re more 
prepared and have quotes 
ready,” says Adtech Ceo 
david gormley. 

The company’s structure 
allows sales individuals to 
stay focused on leads and 
proposals within particular 
vertical markets, so they can 
become entrenched in the 
market and grow the inte-
grator’s reputation. “It starts with sales,” gormley says. “They have to 
hone themselves [with the technology], because when they become 
known as the specialist in their marketplace, it helps close business.”

Two-Pronged Strategy
Caron notes that maintaining close ties to the consultant/construc-
tion side is half of a two-pronged approach, with direct relation-
ships with the school districts being the other. He adds sometimes 
the advanced planning for a new school is done at an even higher 
level, between building committees, consultants and the like, that 
a superintendent or principal may have little control over how the 
budget is spent. Signet has sometimes played the role of meeting 
facilitator for design professionals and financial decision-makers, 
but other times will not have the luxury of providing feedback 
before submitting bids.

That’s oK, too, because just getting one successful bid can lead 
to many. “our strategy is to secure the work, even if we make a 
small profit on a larger project,” Caron says. “When we complete 
the project we have a new client, and then we can go from there 
and get other schools in the district.” 

for Alpha Video, part of the integrator’s appeal to clients is off-
setting budgetary reluctance with being in the position to deliver 
a headache-saving, turnkey solution.

“We understand that the K-12 markets are all challenged with 
budget issues. The best value the K-12 market can obtain is part-

nering with a financially stable company who provides systems 
designs and product integration all in one package,” says president/
Ceo Stan Stanek. “There have been too many situations where 
we’ve been called into a client location to troubleshoot a system 
because they purchased the wrong or inadequate products from a 
resource that was not a viable business.”

In fact, being able to stand behind a particular product is what 
got Signet deeper into K-12 in 1988, when the company became 
a dealer for communications provider rauland. Signet leveraged 
the opportunity to install public address and intercom systems in 
schools, and managed to package those with other subsystems as the 
need for them grew, according to Caron. He adds it’s mimicked how 
Signet’s business has expanded, too. Caron notes that in the early-
to-mid 1990s computer networking exploded as schools went from 
single computer labs to having every classroom essentially becoming 
a computer lab. In the late ’90s and early 2000s the rash of horrific 
school shootings made security and life safety systems a focus. And 
now, A/V is at the forefront, especially with the demand for interac-
tive whiteboards and the greater affordability of projectors.

CI Industry leaders are doing their share to make sure end-
users understand the rapidly changing technology. Apart from 
consultation, midwestern-based unITed VISuAl and SKC Com-
munICATIonS, for example, offer hands-on training and “tech-
nology summits” to educate the educators. united Visual says it 
provides various SmArT Board trainings (as a reseller of SmArT 
Technologies) “to best meet you and your school’s training needs 
including public events, private events, accredited events, full day 
events or half-day sessions.” SKC holds webinars and tech summits 
to demonstrate specialties like distance learning.  CI

“you need To HAVe 
relATIonSHIPS 

WITH deSIgn 
ConSulTAnTS, BeCAuSe 

IT’S AlmoST lIKe A 
leAd [generATIon] 

SerVICe,” SAyS SIgneT’S 
BrAdford CAron.

looKIng AT THe leAderS

Things in Common …
»  The leaders in this category are $20m-plus integrators that can 

handle major workloads associated with new school construction. 
»  Cornering the market on a product can help. Alpha Video 

has its own solution with CastneT, while Signet (rauland-Borg) 
and united Visual (SmArT Board) bring high-demand offerings. 

»  These integrators have seasoned project managers and 
technicians, who educate themselves to keep ahead of the 
technology curve. Adtech’s Pms have all been with the company 
at least 10 years. Alpha Video has a group that meets twice a 
month just to look at emerging technologies. 
 

lessons from leaders …
»  Keeping tabs on school construction plans is a necessity. 

decisions and blueprints happen years ahead of groundbreak-
ing and actual technology installation, so make sure you have 
connections at the design phase.

»  K-12 is a market where quality and reliability will separate 
the good from the very successful integrators, because many 
are installing the same types of systems — interactive white-
boards and projection, video conferencing, auditorium sound, 
etc. Success at one school leads to more jobs.

»  Keep budget in mind. Try to maximize existing infrastruc-
ture on renovation projects.
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This Business Series from Commercial Integrator is one of many 
free resources coming soon to commercialintegrator.com.

Download other useful guides, including:
	 n Installation Series
	 n Research Series
	 n Business Series
	 n Solutions Series
	 n Connection Series

For more papers, visit commercialintegrator.com/whitepaper/all  
or visit www.commercialintegrator.com for more free resources.
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